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World Class Brands

Tro Pacific are authorised distributors for many trusted global brands.

As distributors in Australia for many trusted global brands, you can be confident and assured that we provide 
the highest quality product that is certified and compliant with relevant statutory regulations in Australia.

...Trust



www.tro-pacific.com
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electrical
automation
control
Tro Pacific is a leading stockist of industrial electrical, 
automation and control system products and is also a 
leading Australian stockist of a full range of electrical 
enclosures.

As authorised distributors in Australia for many trusted 
global brands, you can be confident and assured that we 
provide the highest quality product that is certified and 
compliant with relevant statutory regulations in Australia.

Tro Pacific consistently aims to provide quality product and 
service that meets customer, statutory and regulatory 
requirements while aiming to enhance customer 
satisfaction in accordance with the requirements of 
ISO9001:2015.
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Tro Pacific is a leading Australian provider of industrial electrical, automation and 
control system products.

Welcome
Tro means TRUST and this is the core of our success. Trust is our core value. It is our deeply engrained principle and 
fabric that guides behaviour, decisions and actions of the entire organisation.

We aim to be a world-class trusted business partner offering quality and value in everything we do. Our technical 
customer support professionals aim to provide 100% customer satisfaction. We transform customer relationships into 
high performance partnerships to ensure that our customers achieve success. With decades of experience, we 
continue to build trust and confidence within the markets we serve. It is our industry knowledge and experience 
coupled with a commitment to personal service that enables Tro Pacific to meet your needs.

We look forward to working with you.



Automation

Power Supplies
 - PROeco
 - PROmax
 - PROtop

Tro Pacific is an authorised Weidmüller distributor 
providing a full range of automation products and 
solutions.

Connectivity
We stock a wide range of Weidmüller connectivity 

products. Contact us for all your Weidmüller needs.

Weidmüller are experienced experts supporting partners around the 
world with products, solutions and services in the industrial 
environment of power, signal and data. The Weidmüller Group owns 
manufacturing plants and sales companies in over 80 countries. In its 
fiscal year 2015 Weidmüller reached sales of 696 million Euros with 
4,500 employees.

Tro Pacific is an authorised distributor in Australia. Please contact Tro 
Pacific for all your Weidmuller needs.
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Industrial Ethernet
 - Unmanaged Switches
 - Managed Switches
 - Serial/Fibre-Optic Converters

Relays
 - Relay Modules
 - Solid State Relays
 - Safety Relays

Surge Protection
 - Instrumentation & Control
 - AC and DC Applications
 - For Data Interfaces

Screw Terminals
 - Feed-through Terminals
 - Modular PE Terminals
 - Fuse Terminal Blocks

Push-in Terminals
 - Feed-through Terminals
 - Modular PE Terminals
 - Fuse Terminal Blocks

Connectors
 - Feed-through Terminals
 - Modular PE Terminals
 - Fuse Terminal Blocks



Enclosures

Aluminium - Klippon®
 - IP66, IP67 & IP68; UL
 - Wide range of sizes
 - Wide range of applications

Stainless Steel - Klippon®
 - IP66, Nema 4x; UL
 - Wide range of sizes
 - Seal material: Silicone

Ex Enclosures
 - For power & distribution
 - For monitoring & safety
 - For instrumentation and
    control

Tro Pacific is Australia’s largest stockist of 
Weidmüller enclosures. A wide range of Weidmüller 
terminal boxes are available for immediate dispatch.

Marking

Marker Printers
 - Multimark all-in-one
   solution for terminals, wire
   & cable, and device marlers 

Terminal Markers
 - Full range available
 - Dekafix, WS, WAD etc.
 - Multifit/MultiCard

Wire Markers
 - Full range available
 - Slimfix
 - Aluminium, Stainless Steel

We supply the full range of Weidmüller marking 
products including printers, terminal markers, wire 

markers and device markers. Contact us for pricing.

Device Markers
 - Full range available 
 - MetalliCard
 - Aluminum, Stainless Steel

weidmuller.tro-pacific.com
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Automation

PLC-HMI SmartAXIS Touch
 - 12-14 I/O Silver Bezel
 - 12-14 I/O Black Bezel
 - 12-14 I/O White Bezel

PLCs and HMIs
 - MicroSmart FC6A Plus
 - Microsmart FC6A All In 1
 - Smart Axis FT1A 

Smart Relays
 - FL1F Smart Relay
 - Text Display Panel
 - Expansion Modules

Tro Pacific are Australian Distributors for IDEC. We 
stock a large range of automation products and 
assist with product selection and technical support.

Industrial

Switches
 - 8mm A8 Series
 - 16mm LB Series
 - 22mm HW, CW, LW & TW

Pilot Devices
 - High quality 
 - 8mm A8 Series
 - 12mm AP & LB Series
 - 22mm HW & LW Series
 - Full range available

We are a leading stockist of IDEC switches, pilot 
devices and relays. A wide range of IDEC products 

are in stock, available for immediate dispatch.

IDEC manufacture control devices and systems, factory automation 
components, peripheral control components and electrical devices. 
With offices and distribution in over 40 countries worldwide and over 
35 years in Australia, IDEC is a recognised leader of innovative 
automation technology. Having recently celebrated its 70th 
anniversary, we are pleased to partner with IDEC as it continues to 
create new possibilities for the future.

Tro Pacific is an authorised distributor in Australia. Contact Tro Pacific 
for all IDEC enquiries in Australia.
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Software
 - Automation Organiser
   SW1A-W1C
 - FL9Y-LP1CDW WindLGC

Relays
 - General Purpose
 - PCB Relays
 - Latching Relays



Lighting

LED Light Towers
 - LD6A Signalight Series
 - LD7 Signalight Series
 - Wide range available

LED Lights
 - LF1B Slimline 24V DC
 - LF2B Standard 12-24V DC
 - LF2B Standard 240V AC
 - Wide range of lengths
 - High Quality
 - IP65

Tro Pacific is a leading stockist of IDEC lighting 
solutions in Australia. A wide range of IDEC products 

are in stock, available for immediate dispatch.

Machine Safety

E-Stops
 - 16mm XA Series
 - 22mm XW Series
 - 30mm XN Series

Safety Relays
 - HR1S Series
 - HR2S Series

Interlock Switches
 - HS1B Basic Interlock
 - HS1C Solenoid Locking
 - HS7A Non-Contact

We stock a large range of IDEC machine safety 
products. Contact us for pricing and availability.

idec.tro-pacific.com
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Safety Laser Scanner
 - SE2L Scanner
 - Mounting Accessories
 - Cable Accessories



Circuit Breakers
 - MCBs
 - Emax 2 Air Circuit Breakers
 - Tmax T/XT MCCBs

Electronic Relays & Controls
 - Measuring & Monitoring
 - Interface Relays
 - Signal Converters

Switches
 - Rotary Cam Switches
 - Switch-Disconnectors
 - Change-Over Switches

Motor Protection & Control
 - Motor Starters
 - Motor Controllers
 - Contactors & Overload Relays

ABB Softstarters help you secure motor reliability, improve 
installation efficiency and increase application productivity.

Low Voltage Products
PSR – The compact range
The PSR range is a simple, reliable, space-saving 
starting solution that utilises basic soft starting 
features. It performs well in applications 
requiring many starts per hour.
Technical data:
- Rated motor current: 3...105 A
- Main motor voltage: 208...600 V
- Control supply: 100...240 V AC or 24 V AC/DC

PSE – The efficient range
The PSE range is the perfect compromise 
between size and functionality. With torque 
control, it is the perfect option for smaller 
sized pump applications.
Technical data:
- Rated motor current: 30...370 A
- Main motor voltage: 208...600 V
- Control supply: 100...250 V AC

Softstarters

www.tro-pacific.com7



IMO Variable Speed Drives are designed and developed to ensure 
the smoothest acceleration control possible.

Variable Speed Drives
SD1
AC Variable Speed Inverter Drives
0.4-110kW
- Single phase up to 2.2kW (3HP)
- Three phase up to 110kW (150HP)
- Torque vector control
- STO (safe torque off) feature
- Integral MODBUS RTU / RS485
- Multiple filter options

VXA
AC VSD for the Water Industry
- Cascade Control
  - Inverter drive fixed method
  - Inverter drive floating method
- Reduce energy usage
- Reduce downtime
- Reduce wastage and seepage
- Slim body
- 5 year warranty

VXH
AC VSD for HVAC
- Wide range from 0.75kW to 710kW
- Optimised control with energy saving
- Slim body
- 4 built in PID controllers
- Pick-up rotating motor function
- Programmable logic controller
- Torque vector control
- Password function
- 5 year warranty
- Fire mode
- Real time clock/timer functions
- Filter clogging prevention method

Founded in 1972, IMO has grown from its UK base 
to become a global manufacturer of industrial 

control and electronic components and systems. 
Blue Chip manufacturers rely on IMO to help them 
achieve innovation, competitiveness and reliability. 

Backed by unique warranty periods of up to Five 
Years, customers specifying IMO products can do 
so with the knowledge and security that they are 

making a no compromise selection. 

www.tro-pacific.com8



MCB
 - 1, 2, 3, 4 Pole in stock
 - 6kA, C and D Curve – BKN
 - 10kA, C and D Curve - BKN b

MCCB
 - Susol MCCB Series
 - Metasol MCCB Series
 - Meta-MEC MCCB Series

RCD
 - 1, 2, 3, 4 Pole in stock
 - RKN Type (RCCB)
 - RKP Type (RCBO)

Air Circuit Breakers
 Trip Units
 - Adjustable Thermal & Magnetic
 - Adjustable Thermal & Fixed
 - Fixed Thermal & Magnetic
 - Electronic Trip

Contactors
 - Susol Contactor Series
 - Metasol Contactor Series
 - Meta-MEC Contactor Series

Thermal Overload Relays
 - MT Type
 - Large range of sizes

Electronic Overload Relays
 - Large range of sizes
 - Contact us for pricing

Magnetic Overload Relays
 - Large range of sizes
 - Contact us for pricing

For the last 30 years, LS has been operating under the name of LG 
Industrial Systems until it was separated from LG Group.

Distribution Control

ls.tro-pacific.com9



Utilec
 - GRP
 - IP65 general purpose screwed lid
 - Large range of sizes

Okari
 - IP68 general purpose screwed lid
 - Lid can be supplied as grey or 
   transparent

Terminal Boxes
 - GRP
 - IP68
 - Grey or Black

Enlec
 - IP66 general purpose screwed lid
 - Lid can be supplied as grey or 
   transparent.
 - Large range of sizes
 - Contact us for pricing

Accessories
- Handles (Swing Handles & Wing Knobs)
- Locks (Keyed Handles & Wing Knobs)
- Hinges

Over 100 million enclosures in service for over four decades in 
some of the toughest environments.

GRP Polycarbonate

Allbrox
 - IP65 to IP66 hinged enclosures
 - Door window option
 - Large range of sizes

www.tro-pacific.com10



IP Enclosures is a high quality Australian brand of electrical enclosures 
specialising in steel and stainless steel electrical enclosures for low 
voltage switchgear and control gear assemblies. The range includes 
wall-mounted electrical enclosures, freestanding electrical cabinets, 
data rack cabinets and telecommunications field cabinets. Custom 
enclosures are available to order. IP Enclosures products comply to AS 
62208 and are suitable for up to 1000 V AC at frequencies not 
exceeding 1000 Hz or 1500 V DC. The level of protection is defined by 
IP Ratings described in AS 60529.

IP Enclosures is a Division of Tro Pacific Holdings Pty Ltd. Tro Pacific is a 
distributor of IP Enclosures.

Wall Mounted Enclosures Floor Mounted Enclosures
Tro Pacific is a leading supplier of Electrical 
Enclosures in Australia. We stock a large range of all 
sizes and materials. Contact us for pricing.

Colours & Accessories
 - Full range of colours
 - Full range of accessories
 - Fitting available

Steel (Powdercoated)
 - S1 Single Door IP66
 - S2 Double Door IP55

316 Stainless Steel
 - SS1 Single Door IP66
 - SS2 Double Door IP55

Sloped Roof
 - SSSR Stainless Steel

IP55 Steel
 - Modular
 - Large range of sizes

IP66 Steel
 - Monoblock (Fully welded)
 - Large range of sizes

IP55 Stainless Steel
 - Modular
 - Large range of sizes

IP66 Stainless Steel
 - Monoblock (Fully welded)
 - Large range of sizes
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We provide a large range of floor mounted electrical 
cabinets in steel and grade 316 stainless steel.



19” Data Rack Enclosures
Tro Pacific provide IP55 and IP66 outdoor 19” data 
rack enclosures in a wide range of sizes.

Field Communications
We supply telecommunications field cabinets for 

housing roadside telecommunications and 
information technology system equipment.

We supply cabinets manufactured from aluminium, 
steel and stainless steel to suit customer 

specifications. These include single wall and double 
wall enclosures.

www.tro-pacific.com12

IP55 Steel
 - Modular
 - Large range of sizes

IP66 Steel
 - Monoblock (Fully welded)
 - Large range of sizes

IP55 Stainless Steel
 - Modular
 - Large range of sizes

IP66 Stainless Steel
 - Monoblock (Fully welded)
 - Large range of sizes



Custom Enclosures

Custom enclosures provide benefits for large scale, high volume, special purpose applications. Benefits 
include consistency of quality, supply and cost. Tro Pacific and IP Enclosures are able to assist customers to 
develop custom electrical enclosure solutions. We help to ensure best design and ensure consistency of 
quality, supply and cost. We maintain confidentiality and protect our customer’s intellectual property 
throughout the process.

IP Enclosures is a specialist electrical enclosure brand that specialises in electrical enclosures. You can be 
confident that your custom enclosure conforms to AS62208 and AS60529. We provide custom electrical 
enclosures up to IP66, Nema 4 and Nema 4x. This includes IP55, IP56, IP65 and IP66 rated enclosures. IP 
Enclosures are certified by an independent accredited test laboratory.

Custom electrical enclosures may include the following list of options:
 - Non-standard shapes and sizes
 - Holes and cut-outs
 - Sloping roof / weather canopies fitted
 - Inner doors fitted
 - Sun shields fitted
 - Viewing windows
 - Custom paint or powder-coat colour specifications
 - Anti-graffiti coating (ideal for installations in public spaces)
 - Locking systems fitted
 - Ventilation fitted
 - Cable glands fitted
 - and more

13



Assembly

Customer Support
We provide national support across Australia. Our 
friendly customer service professionals are 
available to discuss your needs. Contact us today.

1300 TRO PAC (1300 876 722)
sales@tro-pacific.com

Tro Pacific provide a component electrical assembly service. We can supply electrical enclosures, products 
and components fully assembled awaiting wiring by you or your sub-contractor.

 - We can supply electrical enclosures and terminal boxes fully cut and drilled
 - We can provide electrical enclosures and terminal boxes pre-fit with electrical enclosure accessories
 - We can fully pre-assemble electrical enclosures and terminal boxes with a wide range of electrical
    components and can pre-assemble free-issued components as required.
 - We provide assembly of a full range of high quality electrical and automation products from leading
    global brands including Weidmüller.

Assembly by Tro Pacific provides many benefits:

 - We make it easy for electrical contractors
 - We reduce time and cost of multiple component
    deliveries
 - We reduce time and cost of modifying enclosures
    and fitting accessories
 - We reduce time and cost of fitting components

www.tro-pacific.com14
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